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Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 15/11/2006 :  17:50:29    

After Anni's story, I'm almost relieved I wasn't there...  Ah well, if it wouldn't have been

for this other appointment I had... 

Cor xx

annimac
Little by little

United Kingdom
195 Posts

Posted - 15/11/2006 :  17:57:22  

Hello All

Not only am I now engaged to Tim, but Corinna has mysterious 'Appointments'.

THIS SITE IS DANGEROUS, KEEP AWAY FROM IT!!!

Yours sincerely

THE PUBLIC HEALTH AUTHORITIES

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 15/11/2006 :  18:27:56  

Well, judging from your report Anni, I'll look forward to seeing the big pictures of Dusty on
the screen but not a lot else!

Carole x

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 15/11/2006 :  18:50:04  

first off..I'm glad Teda asked "what is j20?"..I thought the lot of you had been missing the
'H' key that sits next to the 'J' on the keyboard.

Also ,on Anni's review, it doesn't surprise me that while both Patti LaBelle & Joss Stone
have good voices..they both sing way over the top..much unlike the subtleness of
Dusty's voice. You would think that these ladies would have heard these songs a million
times & maybe TRY to emulate that sound ..just for this night.
paula x

Gypsy Rose Lee
I’ll try anything

USA
1535 Posts

Posted - 15/11/2006 :  18:53:11  

Judging from Anni's review, I cannot wait to see it! There's nothing that makes me laugh
more than Ms. Patti going OTT - which, of course, happens in every song she ever
does... but, it's a hoot to watch her. Hell, she's rather subdued these days - back in the
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80's she used to roll on the stage floor with that Mohawk headdress on - now there was
a laugh riot!  

Thanks, Anni!

Love,
Ro

Edited by - Gypsy Rose Lee on 15/11/2006 18:54:17

4theloveofdusty
Little by little

248 Posts

Posted - 15/11/2006 :  19:25:22  

Thanks for your review. I can't expect that I'm surprised by Patti LaBelle. She ALWAYS
oversings. She would sing a lullaby such as "Mr Sandman" as though it were Janis Joplin's
"Ball and Chain."

I'm surprised by Joss Stone not showing more restraint though, she's usually a sensitive
vocalist for someone so young. Maybe she was afraid of being upstaged by LaBelle.

Who received the award on Dusty's behalf?

Gaston

quote:

Originally posted by annimac

Hello All

That's what they all say (about various fruit juices being mixed in a bottle ... hm).

Yes, it was a great night, now that I've recovered the use of my legs. But, thinking back, my
God wasn't it just typical. While all the other inductees were given standing ovations and
treated with euphoria, our Dust got the usual undignified display. It surely would have made
her laugh.

First of all, Joss Stone, who was doing the inductory speech, was either very nervous or out
of her head. Whichever, she couldn't follow the autocue, and made most of what she was
saying up. Which was fine, except most of it didn't make sense. It certainly didn't sound
heartfelt, what with all the stuttering delivery, and wild improvisation.

Then there was the business of Patti La Belle and her tight frock, and not getting up the
stairs without showing us all her legs and very nearly her knickers. That was not long after
she had massacred You Don't Have To Say You Love Me. You wouldn't have dared say you
loved her after her performance.

Then there was Joss herself singing Son of a Preacher Man. Singing is a word I use politely.
Shouting and bellowing more like, while strutting all around the arena and into the audience,
while shoving the mike and her cleavage into people's faces. My God, it was an object lesson
in how not to sing a particular song. I've got great respect for young Joss and her voice, but
that was not how to do that particular song. The glory of Dusty's SOAPM is the restraint, it's
what makes it so insidious and sexy, and it's why we all prick up our ears when we hear it,
and why it will remain the seminal recording of it forever. But I expect Joss will learn in time.

Oh my.

Love

ANNIMAC

Jane
Little by little

United Kingdom
239 Posts

Posted - 15/11/2006 :  20:26:24  

Patti and Nona received the award. Re Joss' performance and Patti's really, they did their
own things which I personally quite liked. I wouldn't have wanted them to try (even if
they could) to emulate Dusty. Opinion seemed to be quite divided about the
performances - some clearly loved them, others not!!

Janie xx

Rob
Administrator

Posted - 15/11/2006 :  22:54:22  

Yes, i really liked Joss Stone singing Son of a Preacher Man and not because of the dress
( or was it a top) she was nearly wearing.

It was nothing like Dusty of course but then again, what would be the point of anyone
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United Kingdom
4205 Posts

even trying to be lik4e Dusty... it's unfair to compare [;)

R B

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Posted - 15/11/2006 :  22:57:03  

i thought Patti LaBelle was a brilliant performer; i really enjoyed her version of YDHTSYLM

and Joss Stone was pretty good, too - although i agree with Rob, she wasn't dressed
very appropriately! 

Rob
Administrator

United Kingdom
4205 Posts

Posted - 15/11/2006 :  23:03:11  

I wasn't complaining though!

R B

Rob
Administrator

United Kingdom
4205 Posts

Posted - 15/11/2006 :  23:08:32  

Found this at

http://www.endemoluk.com/?q=node/285&tid=7&shownews=1

Dusty Springfield is widely recognised as one of the greatest female singers of all time. Idolised
worldwide for her powerful, emotional vocals and distinctive style, Dusty's death in 1999 at the
age of 59 robbed the world of a unique talent. However, her musical legacy lives on, as
remastered and reversioned releases of her classic albums ensure Dusty's popularity has never
been higher.

R B

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Posted - 15/11/2006 :  23:10:07  

oh, neither was i - the only complaint i had against Joss Stone was regarding her
"speech" - i didn't think much of her mumbling
Devon/American/Jamaican/Australian/wherever else accent, to be honest  

quote:

Originally posted by Rob

I wasn't complaining though!

R B

Jane
Little by little

United Kingdom
239 Posts

Posted - 15/11/2006 :  23:30:09  

Coming from the lovely county of Devonshire myself, indeed from the very same part of
the county that Ms Stone comes from, I was 'saddened' that in such a short space of
time she has managed to lose her soft Devonshire lilt! Her speaking voice was hardly
recognisable from the last interview of hers I heard which couldn't have been more than a
couple of months ago. How strange...

Janie xx

Jonathan
Little by little

Posted - 15/11/2006 :  23:36:17  
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United Kingdom
458 Posts

Well, as we could hardly hear a thing she was saying it could have been in Hebrew!!

Love Jonathan

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Posted - 15/11/2006 :  23:44:13  

turns out that voice down in the peasantry was right; i have indeed developed a
"persona" since last night's ceremony. her name is Sophia Sharples, and she would like
to say her piece. 

quote:

Originally posted by Sophia Sharples

Hello, adoring fans.

I know you have all been eagerly awaiting my review of last night's show, so here it is:

Firstly I'd like to thank channel 4 for laying out a red carpet especially for yours truly -
honestly, there was no need - I'm just a normal person, like Madonna or Prince! Well, apart
from the fact that I'm just a tad more important..

Speaking of Prince; he was at the ceremony, too, but he didn't receive half the applause I
did. Oh, the crowd went wild for me - or was that Bon Jovi? I forget.

I suppose I should post a couple of photos to prove I was actually there, so here goes:

My adoring fans & I:

My dear friend Patti LaBelle, who did a brilliant version of that blonde woman's "You Don't
Have To Say You Love Me":

Speaking of "that blonde woman", here she is on the big screen:

Joss Stone, Bon Jovi, Brian Wilson, James Brown etc also performed, but you don't want to
hear about that.

Yours arrogantly,
THE PINK LADY OF SOUL

Gypsy Rose Lee
I’ll try anything

USA
1535 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  00:09:17  

On night out of Oxford and she's 'gone Hollywood' on us... oy vey ist mir!!!

Edited by - Gypsy Rose Lee on 16/11/2006 00:10:39

annimac
Little by little

United Kingdom
195 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  06:40:58  

Hello All

Why is it I always look like I've got a drink in my hand even when I've not?

Yes, opinions are divided, but the point of the HoF evening was that all acts had to be
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LOUD. This is what TV companies think atmosphere is, they are of course wrong.

As Jonno said at the time, there WAS no atmosphere in the hall, and the loudness and
flashy lighting was compensating for that. No doubt the heavily edited transmission will
give the impression that everybody was having a great time. I still can't wait to see how
they edit the Gordon Brown speech ...

Love

ANNIMAC

Birdie Breeze
Little by little

USA
248 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  08:26:22    

Gather 'round!

The OFFICIAL reason Patti was doing the show has FINALLY been revealed...

yes....come closer....to the edges of your seats.....

Here it comes......

In an interview with Radio 2, after the show - she said she lived in London for awhile and
Dusty and her were friends cos they shared the same hairdresser -- Corrine.

She also said....while she hears Dusty in her head when she sings - it comes out sounding
like herself....she can't help it.....

And, that she never knew about Dusty's troubles.....that she kept them a secret...and
lived life to the fullest...that she was a lot of fun....

You can hear it on the Radio 2 rebroadcast of the HoF event....

XXO Birdie

Birdie Breeze
Little by little

USA
248 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  08:38:41    

[quote]Originally posted by scissorsophie

and in response to your question, Birdie - Prince didn't perform, which was a shame - i'd
have liked to see him live. when he picked up his award he mumbled quite a lot, so
judging by that, he was probably in no fit state to sing! 

He has a way of becoming verrrrry shy when receiving awards...and...he is a confirmed
mumbler.... I suppose adding jet-lag to the mix could only complicate things....

Thanks again for the PIX!

AND the reports/reviews...and LAUGHS....all of you.

You're gonna walk away the best part of the whole show.

Well, at least in MY livingroom, which makes you all legends.

Birdie

http://www.myspace.com/birdiebreeze

Edited by - Birdie Breeze on 16/11/2006 08:39:59

Jane
Little by little

United Kingdom
239 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  08:52:33  

quote:

Originally posted by annimac

I still can't wait to see how they edit the Gordon Brown speech ...

Love

ANNIMAC
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Neither can I Anni - I bet you won't be able to hear the screams of 'What have you done
to my pension, you BXXXXXXX!

Janie xx

Edited by - Jane on 16/11/2006 19:49:24

Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  09:41:02      

Joss Stone's dress isnt that short is it? It doesnt look to be from the photos...?

Hahah I'll show you SHORT!

Love,

Mads xxx

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  13:42:09  

some HoF photos i found on the internet:

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  13:43:48  

and here's something i found on the "Hello!" magazine website:

"Joss, who wore an aqua mini-dress and performed barefoot as usual, sang her version
of Dusty's hit Son Of A Preacher Man to mark the late singer's induction into the UK
Music Hall of Fame. "I and my contemporaries owe her so much," said Joss, who seems
to have picked up a slight American accent. "She was a one true light who showed the
way.""

there's also a photo of Joss in her "dress" - how can you say that's not short, Mads? 

Edited by - Sophie on 16/11/2006 13:43:59

Rob
Administrator

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  14:05:55  

Well found Sophina Gallinsky  

thanks
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United Kingdom
4205 Posts

R B

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  14:23:38  

There's another link here with pictures of Joss. If the dress had been a couple of feet
longer, I guess it could have been quite Dustyish

http://americanidol2006blog.blogspot.com/2006/11/joss-stone-pictures-red-hot.html

Carole x

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  15:47:00    

quote:

Originally posted by scissorsophie

and here's something i found on the "Hello!" magazine website:

"Joss, who wore an aqua mini-dress and performed barefoot as usual, sang her version of Dusty's
hit Son Of A Preacher Man to mark the late singer's induction into the UK Music Hall of Fame. "I and
my contemporaries owe her so much," said Joss, who seems to have picked up a slight American
accent. "She was a one true light who showed the way.""

there's also a photo of Joss in her "dress" - how can you say that's not short, Mads?  

Omg, i don't think that dress is kool at all!! And how come she performs barefoot? That's
pretty bogan-ish...

Clare xoxo

"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

Birdie Breeze
Little by little

USA
248 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  17:25:47    

quote:

Originally posted by daydreamer

If the dress had been a couple of feet longer, I guess it could have been quite Dustyish

{mumbling} perhaps it simply got snagged on something backstage and abit peeled off

Birdie

http://www.myspace.com/birdiebreeze
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Edited by - Birdie Breeze on 16/11/2006 17:26:48

Gypsy Rose Lee
I’ll try anything

USA
1535 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  18:09:47  

DRESS??? I threw that negligee out years ago!!!

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  18:43:09    

Ya'll quit dissin' my girl, now!

She was trying to do a 60s look to honor Dusty. 
You've totally seen Dusty in tops like that (difference is Dusty wore trousers with them
LOL).
Anyway, Joss has got the legs to pull it off.
And check out the HAIR. 

Also, Joss has always given Dusty her props!
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"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  18:44:39  

on the first pic it kinda looks like Joss is wearing one of your Dusty bracelets, Nancy! 

Gypsy Rose Lee
I’ll try anything

USA
1535 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  19:02:18  

That is not a "top" - it's a nightie from "Victoria's Secret" - and, please don't ask me
how I know that.

allherfaces
Administrator

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  19:04:53    

Good eye, Sophie; I noticed that too! 
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USA
14235 Posts

Ro, you're repeating yourself. 

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

Rob
Administrator

United Kingdom
4205 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  19:58:19  

How come nobody has mentioned her eyeliner? 

R B

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  19:59:20    

I noticed it! (After a few other things.)

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  20:03:53  

I think she looks stunning!

Carole x

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  20:04:58    

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

Teda
Little by little

USA
384 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  21:17:48  

Fun night for the ones who were there and reported back the thruth. Not stories. Love
Teda. I listen too. Soon......Love Teda . Thank you Johnathan. Quite a drink.

Gypsy Rose Lee
I’ll try anything

USA
1535 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  21:23:07  

Oh, Nancy

"repeating" myself - yeh, like that's never happened 'round here.

Love,
Gypsy
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allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  21:42:35    

I've *never* repeated myself! 

I've *never* repeated myself! 

I've *never* repeated myself! 

I've *never* repeated myself! 

I've *never* repeated myself! 

I've *never* repeated myself! 

I've *never* repeated myself! 

I've *never* repeated myself! 

I've *never* repeated myself! 

I've *never* repeated myself! 

I've *never* repeated myself! 

I've *never* repeated myself! 

I've *never* repeated myself! 

I've *never* repeated myself! 

I've *never* repeated myself! 

I've *never* repeated myself! 

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

DustyJaneway
I start counting

United Kingdom
57 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  21:44:46      

I'm watching the awards right now on Channel 4 and I can't wait for Dusty's part! - when
does it come on?? 

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  21:52:34  

i noticed the eyeliner too, Rob! 

i expect the UK folks are watching the HoF, now - i'm taping it, but due to "prior
arrangements", i had to dash out, earlier; leaving the video to record an hour of the
previous programme.. so i hope someone else manages to get it on DVD, and that they'll
be able to make copies  i'd definitely buy one!

Fraser
Little by little

United Kingdom
695 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  21:56:01  

They seem to be doing a quarter of an hour on each inductee. So, if she's not on at
10pm, try every 15 mins after that, if you're not interested in watching the whole show;
there's a wide range of artists being inducted - so not every one of them will be to every
viewer's taste. 
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Fraser

Fraser
Little by little

United Kingdom
695 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  22:06:39  

Did anyone notice that in the ad break that's come on (10.04pm) that they used the tune
from "Anna" - El Baion - for the Remington ad? My ears tuned into the melody of it
IMMEDIATELY!

Wonder if it was planned or just serendipity? 

Fraser

Fraser
Little by little

United Kingdom
695 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  22:10:52  

Well they've just come back from the ad break and it's not Dusty this time - it's Bon Jovi.
Dave Stewart is one of the people doing the induction. They should have asked the other
half of the Eurythmics - Annie Lennox - do be one of the ones that inducted Dusty -
instead of sticky Vicki's cronies (no disrespect meant to THEM).

Fraser

DustyJaneway
I start counting

United Kingdom
57 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  22:13:08      

I love Annie Lennox, pity she wasn't doing it as you said. 

I can't wait for Dusty's induction!!!

I hope she's not last, although the phrase "save the best till last" springs to mind ;)

Jonathan
Little by little

United Kingdom
458 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  22:13:23  

She's after Bon Jovi I think, Fraser!

Love Jonathan

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  22:29:49  

she's gonna be on any second now! 

Fraser
Little by little

United Kingdom
695 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  22:42:26  

It's on now - and there was a clip that I've NEVER seen before - a black & white one of "I
Close My Eyes & Count To Ten". Looks like it was around 1969 - from the hair. I've NEVER
seen that one - I hope it means that they've found something new that we haven't seen
before!

So glad they included "I Don't Want To Go On Without You" in the clips - given that she
never recorded the song and the clip was only "found" in the weeks before she died, it's
made a couple of appearances lately (including on the South Bank Show).

Anyone know where the "I Close My Eyes And Count To Ten" clip came from? I only hope
they've "found" some of her 1969 BBC series.

Fraser

DustyJaneway
I start counting

United Kingdom
57 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  22:49:26      

I saw noticed the "I Close My Eyes And Count To Ten" clip to! I was squeezing my
partner's arm whilst it was on going saying, "I've never seen that before, I'm sure I've
never seen that before!"
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I really like Joss Stone, but I agree that her dress was just a tad too short (even though
it was hot ). What was with her going up to Trevor Nelson in the crowd though? And

also her American 'twang' in her voice was annoying, but she is an excellent singer and a
great choice to pay homage to la Dust.

Jonathan
Little by little

United Kingdom
458 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  22:51:48  

That was a new one on me as well. Patti was SO over the top! AND out of tune, made
me laugh though. Joss is pretty amazing, AND in tune! 

Very moving to see those clips and the way everyone spoke so reverentially of her.

Love Jonathan

Rob
Administrator

United Kingdom
4205 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  22:54:04  

Yes, Joss was really good!

"When the gap between the best and the nearest competitor is light years".... Jerry
Wexler

Says it all for me.

R B

Jane
Little by little

United Kingdom
239 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  22:56:27  

It was Jerry that said it then, Rob!!

Janie xx

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  22:57:00  

I don't know where the clip was from either but I'll try my bestest to find out! Her hair
looked the same as the photo I posted earlier on the See All Her Faces thread. Some
tasteful editing, so we didn't get to see Patti in her meringue of a frock falling up the
stairs. I thought Joss came across well in her speech, only failing a little at the end and
great performers as Patti and Joss are, Dusty could do it so much better by holding back
on the hysterics. And nice to see some of those I'd placed in my list of people who I
wanted to receive Dusty's award, singing her praises on film. I'm thinking of Burt, Tom
Jones and Martha but great to hear from Smokey Robinson, Cilla (makes a change from
Lulu!) and Jerry Wexler, who as always knows the right things to say. Go Dusty

Carole x

Gypsy Rose Lee
I’ll try anything

USA
1535 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  22:57:11  

A-hem... "American twang"??? Oh, dear - how soon they forget... Mick Jagger... Alvin
Lee... Jeff Beck.... John Mayall... oh, and let's see... what was her name again? hmmm...
Rusty Springsteen..?

allherfaces
Administrator

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  23:06:40    

Can't wait to see this!

Glad you've all enjoyed your evening!

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away
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USA
14235 Posts

Fraser
Little by little

United Kingdom
695 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  23:08:28  

I think Joss Stone was probably a good idea to sing "Son Of A Preacher" man - although
her gyrations in that short dress were MILES away from the way Dusty would have
performed it! I just think it's a little odd that they chose two singers who are a little
over-the-top in their delivery to pay tribute to Dusty. Someone more subtle would have
been better.

And, about the "American twang" thing - I think it's just that it happens on some words
and not on others - and sounds a little odd - and a little forced/false at times. 

Fraser

Edited by - Fraser on 16/11/2006 23:10:12

Jonathan
Little by little

United Kingdom
458 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  23:08:53  

Exactly....but she didn't TALK with so much of an accent until she went to the States.
You HAVE to sing most pop songs with an American accent, otherwise it sounds odd!
N'est pas??

Love Jonathan

Jonathan
Little by little

United Kingdom
458 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  23:10:38  

all our posts are crossing at the moment! My reply was to Ro's post.

Love Jonathan

Rob
Administrator

United Kingdom
4205 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  23:10:48  

quote:

Originally posted by Jane

It was Jerry that said it then, Rob!!

Janie xx

Yes Janie, well remebered 

R B

Fraser
Little by little

United Kingdom
695 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  23:11:59  

Unless you're Alison Moyet - who seems to be singing everything in a very "Essex" accent
these days!

I suppose it's natural - if she's working in the US - and working with soul musicians. It's
just a little odd - hearing it all of a sudden - when she used to speak with a soft Devon
accent.

Fraser

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  23:12:10  

Probably wrong, but looking in the Dusty 'bible', I see she sang ICMEACTT and Love
Power on the Tom Jones Show in Aug '68, clip could have been from there maybe

Carole x
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Rob
Administrator

United Kingdom
4205 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  23:13:47  

How's the J2O tonight Jonathan? 

R B

Jonathan
Little by little

United Kingdom
458 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  23:16:09  

I am completely sober, Rob. What a worry!!

Love Jonathan

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  23:17:28  

aw it was lovely to watch it all again  i wish i could go back in time & re-live it all - it

was one of the best evenings ever!

Rob
Administrator

United Kingdom
4205 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  23:18:35  

quote:

Originally posted by Jonathan

I am completely sober, Rob. What a worry!!

Love Jonathan

Oh!

me too, almost!

R B

Rob
Administrator

United Kingdom
4205 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  23:21:29  

Back on topic 

Zippy 

Jonathan
Little by little

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  23:23:34  

Aah! Thanks Rob! I feel almost as excited as I did before going to see Dusty at the Talk
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United Kingdom
458 Posts

of the Town all those years ago. Bless!!

Love Jonathan

Fraser
Little by little

United Kingdom
695 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  23:23:43  

I've moved the "proof" pics thread back up to the top on "See All Her Faces". That's the
"do" she was wearing on the clip of "I Close My Eyes & Count To Ten". 

Fraser

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  23:24:36  

i know, and i was cross! that was one of the highlights of the show!  however, they

didn't manage to edit out the "boo-ing" of Gordon Brown  haha.

quote:

Originally posted by daydreamer

Some tasteful editing, so we didn't get to see Patti in her meringue of a frock falling up the
stairs. 

Carole x

Fraser
Little by little

United Kingdom
695 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  23:26:29  

At least he didn't get a bucket of water thrown over him from the stage like John
Prescott did at the Brits a few years ago!

Fraser

Jane
Little by little

United Kingdom
239 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  23:27:23  

quote:

Originally posted by scissorsophie

aw it was lovely to watch it all again  i wish i could go back in time & re-live it all - it was

one of the best evenings ever!

It was the company Sophie!! 

Janie xx

Jonathan
Little by little

United Kingdom
458 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  23:29:29  

It certainly was the company, and being there for Dusty!

Love Jonathan

Rob
Administrator

United Kingdom
4205 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  23:40:56  

quote:

Originally posted by scissorsophie

the "friend" i was planning to take with me to the HoF has just told me that she can no
longer make it - so i'm pretty annoyed, as you can imagine!

Well, i can tell you that i've forgiven her, that's for sure! I wouldn't have been there
without her.

So thanks Sophie's friend, and i hope you and the scissorgirl stay cool.
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R B

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  23:46:46  

it was indeed the company which made the evening so special - you're all brilliant 

Jonathan
Little by little

United Kingdom
458 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  23:54:42  

Bed time maybe? (oops, nothing bad.....meaning bad....implied there!)

Love Jonathan

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  23:57:48  

are you going off-topic, Jonathan?   

Jonathan
Little by little

United Kingdom
458 Posts

Posted - 16/11/2006 :  23:59:31  

Moi? Of course! By the way, where's Anni in all this?

Love Jonathan

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Posted - 17/11/2006 :  00:09:30  

maybe Fatima The Bold forgot to remove her Burka whilst watching the broadcast, so
wasn't able to see any of it  either that, or she's not awake yet - she ain't called a

night owl for nothin', ya know! 

P.S. see what a bad influence that Joss Stone is - she's got me talkin' American, now 

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 17/11/2006 :  00:16:13    

Don't diss my girl now!

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

Jonathan
Little by little

United Kingdom
458 Posts

Posted - 17/11/2006 :  00:16:37  

Night y'all

Lurve Jonathan

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 17/11/2006 :  00:19:04    

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away
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Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Posted - 17/11/2006 :  00:20:14  

apologies, Nancy; goodnight, Jonathan; and goodnight, everyone else 

Gypsy Rose Lee
I’ll try anything

USA
1535 Posts

Posted - 17/11/2006 :  00:21:30  

'nite, Jonathan!... and Mickey.

Sophie, u kain't tulk Amurriken!!! It taakes yeerrs ov PRACTICE - YES, PRACTICE WITH 2
BLOODY 'C's!!!

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 17/11/2006 :  00:23:10    

It's my girl u gotta give props to, Soph.

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

Jonathan
Little by little

United Kingdom
458 Posts

Posted - 17/11/2006 :  00:23:58  

Meow from Micks, Ro, and from me.

Love Jonathan ( in a very British accent )

Jonathan
Little by little

United Kingdom
458 Posts

Posted - 17/11/2006 :  00:25:09  

Good night to everyone! ( that was to get me to 100 posts...yay!)

Love Jonathan

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Posted - 17/11/2006 :  00:32:13  

apologies to Joss, then 

and i kain too tulk Amurriken, Mom! thay'ts wut ya get from tawkin to too many Yanks 

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 17/11/2006 :  00:34:50    

Gawd! I hope we don't sound THAT bad.

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

Gypsy Rose Lee
I’ll try anything

USA
1535 Posts

Posted - 17/11/2006 :  00:36:05  

Hey, Brit Girl(BG)

If it wasn't for us YANKS, you'd be speaking German for the last 60 years.  

GOD BLESS AMERICA!!! 
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Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 17/11/2006 :  07:41:40      

quote:

there's also a photo of Joss in her "dress" - how can you say that's not short, Mads?

Hey, I liked that dress!! I agree though, it was pretty short!

But if you've got it...flaunt it!!!

Alright poll time!

Who gets shortest??

Joss Stone?

or...
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Me and my posse 

Love,

Mads xxx

Rob
Administrator

United Kingdom
4205 Posts

Posted - 17/11/2006 :  12:33:05  

Are you in it Mads? Last but one on the left?

R B

Jonathan
Little by little

United Kingdom
458 Posts

Posted - 17/11/2006 :  12:54:15  

I think it's a tie between you an Joss, Mads!

Love Jonathan

Jonathan
Little by little

United Kingdom
458 Posts

Posted - 17/11/2006 :  13:29:23  

Back on topic, it's so great to be able to enthuse and discuss things like last night's HoF
with fellow fans, rather than keeping them to yourself.

Love Jonathan

allherfaces
Administrator

Posted - 17/11/2006 :  14:30:01    

It was even fun to vicariously enjoy the broadcast.

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away
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USA
14235 Posts

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 18/11/2006 :  16:40:59    

It took me like an hour to read through the thousands of pages i seemed to have slept
through..

Does anyone know if the Hall Of Fame was shown on tellie in australia? Bloody
Australians... we dont get anything.

Clare xoxo

"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Posted - 19/11/2006 :  21:08:49  

for those who haven't yet seen the broadcast:

Patti LaBelle singing YDHTSYLM:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7SQPLPt45r8

Joss Stone singing SOAPM:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hDNC5JWvk7U

Rob
Administrator

United Kingdom
4205 Posts

Posted - 19/11/2006 :  21:33:59  

I've seen the broadcast, but can i listen to Joss again?

R B

Birdie Breeze
Little by little

USA
248 Posts

Posted - 19/11/2006 :  21:42:46    

Joss did a great job, for that particular kind of take on SOAP. Of all of the songs she
could have done - that one best suited her .

The band, backing Patti, is a riot to see....

Birdie

quote:

Originally posted by Rob

I've seen the broadcast, but can i listen to Joss again?

R B

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 19/11/2006 :  21:53:22    

Thanks for putting these up, Sophie. Sweet of you.

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

Sophie
Where am I going?

Posted - 19/11/2006 :  23:28:12  
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2302 Posts
no worries, Nancy  so what did you think of Patti & Joss' performances?
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